Warning Signs Crossword Puzzle

Fill in the blanks with the warning signs of an abusive relationship.

Across
2. Robert will not let Amber try out for cheerleading or other after-school activities.
6. Every time Kai gets mad, he screams, throws things or punches the wall.
8. Jose gets mad when David makes plans to go out with his friends.
9. Sam is constantly telling Alex that she is stupid, fat and ugly.
10. Jon threatens to hurt Caitlin if she doesn’t wear the ring he gave her.

Down
1. Lindsay knows Jason hit his last girlfriend.
3. Conner says he will hurt Madison if she does not do what he tells her to do.
4. Mike accuses Emily of cheating on him, even though he has no reason to think she has been unfaithful.
5. Jenny gets really mad at Bill every time she sees him talking to another girl and now says he is not allowed to talk to another girl unless she is there too.
7. Without warning, Lisa is sweet and loving to Maria one minute, then extremely angry at her the next.